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ABSTRACT

This repont surveys the.results of the process control pno-
ject at the Division of Automatic Control at Lund Institute
of Technology. The pnoject covers system identification,
adaptive contnol, computational- control¡ real time com-
puting, system theory, applications arld technology assess-
ment. During the year 1 book, 'l 0 parpers, 20 technical re-
ports and t4 Ms-theses have been published. These are re-
viewed in this neport.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The proj ect is part of a long range pnogram in the area
of process contr.ol t1l . Ea::lien nesults are repqrted:in
l-21, [3] and [4]. A detailed pnogram for the aetivity
duning I9V0/7I is presented in t5l.

Afl neseanch at the Division of Automatic Control has been

centered around the process contnol projeet. Contributions
have been given by four research engineers suppol:ted by
the Swedish Boand for Technical Development (STU) as well
as students and staff of the institute" The work has been

organized so that three research engineers have acted as

project leadens in the areas System fdentification, Com-

putational Control- and Real Time Computing. One research
engineer has pnovided progranming support.

This plan has been followed in maj or respeots, The thermal
boiler proj ect has thus been completed during this year.
An unexpected result was that the insight obtained when

making the linear models made it possibl-e to derive simple
nonl-inear model-s that are valid over a wide operating range.
Two maj on çgents have happqngd -d,qf,!qg ;tbe- lyeaf ;, ., ?,r t.

Instaflation of a process computer:.

Initiation of a PhD pnogram.

The installation of the process computer was preceded by
an e6lenrs,ive eval-ualion. The eomputen was installed on

July tst. The installation, the design of interface and

experimental processes went smoothly and the computer has

been running for about 3000 hours during the year. The

access to the real time computer made it possible to ini-
tiate the nel¡/ research pllogram real time computing as h/as

anticipated in the research program. The decision to start
a graduate program has considerably broadened the base for
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research. As part of their education most PhD students
have particiþated in the proj ect r-eal time computing.
A gnaduate counse on systems identification was afso
given. In this course the graduate students \^rere using
the identification programs on real industrial data.
This gave a good oppor.tunity to try different methods
on real data. ft has significantly contributed to our
knowledge about sy$:tem identification. It is expected
that this type of interaction between reseanch and edu-
cation will be even molle extensive in the futune.

The initiative by STU to install a secretary for liason
with industny (kontaktsekreterai:e) at, the Univeesitiee
has pnovided a nel^/ channel fon exchange of problems and
results.Duning this year we have arranged two courses
in coll-abonation with the liason secr-etairy. A one week

course on Hardwar-e and Software for Real Time Contnol
and a one day course on Stochastic Control Theory. In
colfaboration with Svenska TeknologföneningoFr: .we.,have,
also-run a one week course 'lReglerteonien i omdaningtt
(New Concepts in Control- Theory) .
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2. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

Process identification has been one of our? major activities.
The work is concentr.ated on off-l-ine identification of both
single input single output and multivariable systems, and
on real time identification. Particulan attention has been
given to multivar.iable systems. Funthen computational ex-
peniences on industrial data have been gained. Pnograms fon
identification ane imptremented on the process computen" A
first version of an Automatic identifierr.is deser-ibed in

Jönsson B;, Konvergativt datorpnogran för pnocêss-,
identifiening (Computer Pnogr:am for
Autor,natie, :Frocess f dentificati:on) .,
RE;9I, Thesis report. Februany 1971.

Special problems like choice of sampling interval and input
signals have been studied. Convergence pr:openties of genel?a-

Iized least squares methods have been investigated. It has
been shown that several solutions may exist. Identification
of processes using a priori information on s.tructure and
parameter: val-ues has shown to be a promising tool- to identif5l
industrial plrocesses. A survey of the status of the identi-
fication field has been given in

,4ström K.J. and Eykhoff P., System Identification
A Survey. Automatica, Vo1.7 rpp . L23-
L62 (19 71) .

Off-fine identification of single-input single-output sys-
tems has been extensiveJ-y studied. In particular data fnom

many different industriaf processes have been investigated.
Several methods have been used. Therefore a great deal of
experience of identification of neal data has been gained.
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Linean models of such processes can easily be derived fnom
experimental data by using available identification and
analysis programs. However, in orden to plan identification
expeniments and choose suitable models it seems to be of
gr:eat value to have at least some experience of identifi-
cation of neal data. No such knowledge is yet collected
and published anywhene.

Together with the well-known maximum líkelihood method,
methods using Fast Fourier Tnansfonm technique estimating
impulse response and fi:equency response models have been
applied to different data sets. Anothen method, frequently
used, is a method estimating parameters of the state space
model using a pniori knowledge of the process. Thís means

that the structure is assumed known together wíth some para-
meter values. The method is shortly descnibed here and can

dinectly be extended to identification of multivariable and

even nonl-inear systems. For these cases specific assumptions
concerning the model str-uctune alte necessary.

Identification of state space models

Identification of the state space model- is performed
following way. Assume that the system equations are
exeept for a number of unknown panameter.s , o¿. Let us

the state space equations

AS

>U

T
V(q) = .fly(t)

0

ym( t,0 ) l

in the
known

use

f(xrurcxrt)

g(xruro rt)

a model for the process . The parameter:s o are deteirmined
that

X

vm

)v(y'y
m

2 dF(t)
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is minimized. y is the process output and y* the model
output. I,{ith specific assumptions on the disturbances
of the process and the assumption that the model has
the conrect stnuctur:e, the estimate can be interpneted
as a maximum likefihood estimate of q. Anyhow, it can
always be interpi:eted as a minimization of the one-step-
ahead prediction e?lron. An example is shown in Fig.2-L.

A nnaj or problem for this identification technique is the
minimization of the function, V(cr,), which most often is
a function of several vaniables. It is difficult and time-
consuming to compute gradients and second derivatives of
the function. Therefor.e minimization algor.ithms using only
function values have been used for most cases. However,
the available algorithms have turned out not to have quite
satisfactory convergence properties. It should be emphasízed
that fon multivaniable systems this method often leads to
quite many unknown par-ameters. To make this identification
method more feasible for practical purposes, more effective
minimization algorithms must be developed.

Fast Fourien Tnans,for.m

Fast Fourier Transform Technique has been used to estimate
the weighti.ng coefficients for a system. This method can be

a useful tool for pretiminary investigations to detect time
lags and hidden feedback. An estimate of the eruor is also
pr.ovided. The eruor depends on the number: of data, the de-
creasing rate of the impulse nesponse and on the pohrer spec-
ti:um of the input.

Choice of input

The choice of input signal for spectral analysis is rather
well understood. The connection between identification by
such methods and by parametric methods on the other side may

lead to a better understanding of how to choose input signals
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for experiments intended for panametr-ic identification.
Comparison between different ways of penfonming spectral
analysis showed that conventional spectral analysis with
e.g. a spectral window of Hamming-type performed very
wel-l compared to methods using FFT, both in time and
accultacy.

Choice of samÞlin S, interval

The

has

pr-oblem of choosing sampling intenval for identification
been discussed in

Gustavsson, I., Choice of Sampling Interval fon
Parametric Identification. Report
7l-0 3 , Aprit 19 71. Division of Auto-
matic Control, Lund Institute of
Technology, Lund.

Specific assumptions on input signal, dísturbances, cr.iterion
of optimality and the system stnuctune led to optimum samp-
ling rates or at l-east showed that a too fast sampling often
is not worthwhile. A useful nule of thunb is to choose the
sampling interval, AT according to

= man 1U.51- mrn' 0.5/q) I
JAT r

whene T___.-- is the shortest time constant of the system andml-n
(¡- is the highest i:esonant frequency of the process " Thelî
choj-ce of sampling inter^val is closely related to how a

specific process can be modelfed from measurements. Modes

close together can often not be separ-ated. Modes that ane

fast compared to the sampling rate can not be detected and
slow modes will be tneated as integrator.s and can hardly
be separated from each othen.
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Genenalized Least Squares

Convergence properties of generalized least squares estirnates
have been studied. Filtering of oniginal data by an itena-
tively detenmined filter of fixed orden is equivalent to
maximizing the likelihood function for- the problem. Asymp-

totically holds for small distur.bances that a unique local
maximum exists. For large disturbances on the other hand
most often sevenal- l-ocal maxima exist.

Recursive algorithms

Prel-iminary comparisons between some recursive identification
algorithms showed that the instrumental variables method
was the best one for processes with coruelated noise among

the compared methods.

Real time identification

An

of
in

algorithm for neal time identification
pllocesses with time varying parameters

i. e. identification
has been discussed

V'/ieslander J., Real time identification Part I,
Report 6908, Novemben 1969. Division
of Automatic Control, Lund Institute
of Technology, Lund.

Lindeberg L., Kalmanfilter. Adaptiva Kalmanfilten.
Reell-tidsidentifiering (Kalman Filter.s .

Adaptive Kal-man Filters. Real Time f den-
tification), Thes,is Feport, July 1970.

Knutsson G.I., Jämförelse mellan tre ol-ika metoder
för neefltidsidentifier.ing ( Companison

between Three Different Real Time lden-
tification Methods), Thesis report. Au-
gust 19 70 .
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This algorithm has been implemented on the PDP-1S process
computer at the institute. The code is fairty short (220
cell-s) and the execution time for a second order model is
23 ms. This algorithm has e.g. been used in the so called
rAutomatic ldentifierr progr.am to produce parameten esti-
mates on-line dur-ing the data aquisition. rt has also been
used together with a minimum variance regulator- to fonm an
adaptive controflen. This is currently used in simulations
of an auto-pilot. Adaptive controllers of this kind have
been discussed in

I¡/ieslander J. and l¡Vittenmark 8., An Appnoach
to Adaptive Control Using Real Time
fdentification. Automatica, Vol 7.
(le7r).

The real time identification algorithm requir.es someì. know-
ledge of the rate of change in the process parameters. This
knowledge is generally not available. An algonithm as werl
as an off-line program to estimate such infonmation is avail-
able and is given in

lr/ieslander J., Real Tine Identification Pant II.
Repont 7fll, September f971. Division of
Automatic Control, Lund fnstitue of Tech-
nology, Lund.

Distributed parameter sVs tems

rdentification of systems governed by partial differential
equations has been performed. A one dimensional ther.mal
diffusion process with two inputs and seven outputs has
been used as experimental obj ect. The process has been
modelled by linear models of ordinary differential or dif-
ference equations of finite order. rt turns out that rather
low order models, e.g. 5th order difference equations, lvere
sufficient to describe the dynamics very well when the samp-
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ling intervall was chosen L/LB of the longest time constant.
This could be a reasonable choice in practice. However, the
order of the modet will- vary with the sampling rate.

Multivariable systems

Mul-tivariable systems have been identified by estimating
parametens of state space models. Processes investigated
are e.g. a boiler, a mixer settl-er and the heat diffusion
process. Other methods have afso been usedr e.g.

Valis J. , Identification of Multivariabl-e Linean
Systems of Unknown Stnucture by the Prior
Knowledge Fitting Method. Repo,:rt 70 0 5 , Sept.
1970. Division of Automatic Control, Lund

fnstitute of Technology, Lund.

Contacts with industry

Extensive contacts with industry have nesulted in a large
number of available sets of industnial data. Also coflabona-
tion in fonm of planning suitable identification experiments
has taken place. Among the suppliers of data we only mention
AB Isotopteknik, Sydsvenska Kraft AB, 0ECD Halden Reactor
Project, AB Alfa-Laval and SAAB. Contacts have been estab-
lished wittr other divisions of Lund Institute of Technology,
e.g. Chemical Engineering and Anchitecture as wel-l as with
researchers at the Lund University Hospital. The col-labora-
tion with the Division of Airchiteeture has nesulted in two
master theses.

Jensen L., Mätningar på luftkonditionerinsanläggning
med åter-blandning. Identifier-ing av delsystem
(Measurements on an Air Conditioning Plant
with Recirculation. Identification of a

Sub-System). RE-92, Thesis nepont. March 1971.
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Fnick B. , Rumsmätningar och identifiening av rummets

dynamik med maximum likelihoodmetodik (Tem-

perature Measurements in a Room and ldentifi-
cation of the Dynamics of the Room Using the
Maximum Likelihood Method) " RE-89, Thesis
neport. November 19 70 .

Tt also initiated a ne\^r r.esearch project, contnol of interior
climate, stai:ted in July 1970 .

Heat exchangen dynamics
with Alfa-Laval AB. The

have been studied in coll-aboration
results ar?e given in

Lundström A. and Nifsson C., Undersökning av en

plattvänmeväxlanes dynamik : mätningar- och
identifiening (Investigation of the Dynamics
of a Pl-ate Heat Exchanger: Measurements and

Identification). RE-90, Thesrirs &eport. Fe-
bruany 19 71.

The experiments perfo:rmed at the thermal p,ohTer station, öre-
sundsverket in Mal-mö, have also been analysed. A PhD thesis
based on the analysis of this data is almost completed.

At Halden two new identification experiment series have been
penformed which r.^/ere planned in collabonation wj-th us . The

data has not yet been analysed,in detail. At the Division
of Chemical Engineering experiments witfr a mixer settler- have
been performed. The data have been analysed with s.e,vena-l

methods, and the obtained model-s pnovide information of the
dynamics of the process.

Mis cellaneous

In connection with a course in identification for PhD students
small pno j ects in this anea \^rere carried out by the students .

Some interesting problems \^rere studied. E.g. it was cleanly
demonstrated that identification of systems with feedback,
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using natural distunbances onlyr Day need a tremendous
amount of data to be accur:ate. A use of a priori know-

ledge of the structure at the process turned out to be

veny valuable in this case. The bias of l-east squanes
estimates, caused by measuremént noise only, h/as also
studied. Modefling of impulse nesponses f,on pnocesses
with necincul-ation was tnied with parametnic models. Un-

less special str.uctune r¡ras assumed the result was rather
high onden models. It was encour?aging to see that wittr
the exper:ience and the prlogramming tools that have been

accumul-ated and developed even unexpenienced students
could obtain good nesults in reasonable time.
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3. ADAPTIVE CONTROL

The

the
research on

lines given
adaptive contnol has been conducted along
in the :res earch pnogram [ 1] i ' e '

Analysis of special adaptive systems.

Exploitation of real time identification algorithms.

Use of optimal stochastic control theory.

Special Adaptive Svstems

A survey of existing adaptive eontrol systems is given in
the report

Inlittenmark B. , A Survey of Adaptive Control
Methods. Rêport 7T10' Sept. 1971. Div. of Aut.
Control, Lund Inst. of Technology, Lund.

In this repont particular attention has been given to the
construction of examples which ilfustrate' situations when

it is prefenable to use adaptive negulators. The examples
are al-so usefuJ- for. the punpose of testing different adap-
tive algorithms.

During the year 1970/7L we al-so had the pleasure to have

professor A. Pearson as visiting professor for a period
of 2 months. This significantly contributed to make us

aware of the results obtained by using deterministic ap-
proaches to adaptive systems. It also contributed signi-
ficantly to our understanding of the adaptive autopilot
prob l-em.

The phenomenon of tturn offr reponted
lnvestigated,ftlghten. The details ane

earfier has
give-n,:in', i'

bee_n

lr,

Wittenmark B., 0n the Tunn off Phenomenon in
Adaptive Control. Report 7tr05,. Sept. 1971. Div.
of Aut. Control, Lund Inst. of Technology, Lund.
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It turns out that the phenomenon can be explained through
analysis of the Linearízed equations. The analysis results
in a study of a linear stochastic difference equation with
random coefficients.

Real time identification

A straightformand approach to the adaptive control is to
assume sepanation of identification and eontrol-. Particu-
lar.ly simple algorithms ane obtained if a l-east squares
structune is assumed. Results obtained using this approach
\^/ere pnesented at the l-970 IFAC Symposium on System Identi-
fication. The results have now been polished and published
in

I¡/ieslander J., and V'littenmark B.,
Adaptive Control using Real- time
Automatica, Vol. 7 , (19 7f) .

trAn approach to
Identif icationtr

Stochastic Control Theory

It is well-known that an adaptive pnoblem can be fonmul-ated
using stochastic contnol theory. This approach leads to a

separation theorem where the optimal regulator consists of
a nonlinear fil-ten and a nonlinean negulator. It is also
well--known that the regulator is highly unpractical since
the state is of extremely high dimension (conditional pro-
bability distributions of all parameters and states ) . It is
therefore of intenest to investigate special cases whene the
conditional pr:obability distributions can be characterized
by few parameters. Linean systems whose parametens are gaus-
sian random processes is such a special case. This includes
also the practically important case of systems with constant
but unknown panameters "with a least squares structune. Un-

fortunately it does not include the model-s used to derive the
minimum variance strategies because the disturbances are
correlated. An analysis of the special case is presented in
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Aström K.J. and l¡/ittenmank B., "Problems of
fdentification and Controltr. J.Math. Analysis
and Applications, 34, 90-113. (1971).

The analysis gives considerable insight into the connections
between identification and control. In particulan it is
shown that if neasonably good initial parameter estimates
can be obtained the simple-minded approach of least squares
identification in combination with a separation assumption
can give good results for the contr.ol of constant but un-
known systems. It is al-so shown that such an approach might
fail badly if the parameters are changing napidly e.g. if
the gain can change éign.

Systems with constant but unknown parameters

The control of systems with constant but unknown parameters

is a practically important case. It corresponds e.g. to the
problem of finding self-tuning regulators or the problem of
automatic tuning which has a great pi:actical relevance in
process contr.ol. A break thr:ough in this problem has been

made. It has been shown that the simpl-e-minded approach for
a model with least squares structure can be modified slight-
ly to include also the case of cornel-ated disturbances. This
means for example that it is possible to design self-tri.rning
minimum variance regulators. The convergence of the algorithms
has not been shown. Under the assumption that the algorithm
converges a complete chai:acterization of the system obtained
has been given. It has been shown that under l?easonable as-
sumptions the algorithm will- convenge to minimum var-iance

strategies if it converges at all. Convergence has been shown

by simulation. A simple case is shown in Fig. 3.1. A paper

giving the main results has been submitted to the 4th IFAC

Congress.
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The algonithms can be conveniently implemented on a pllocess
computen. Simple versions require about 30 FORTRAN state-
ments and the corresponding code requines about 4S0 memory
locations. A signifieant effort will be nequined to clean
up all detailsrin panticulan in onden to obtain algonithms
which cover. the pnactical constr-aints.

An attempt to use these ideas in a practical
described in

cas e r_s

Mårtensson I. and l¡'/eibu11 4., ttstyr-ning av nobot
med modifienad minimalvai:ians styrlagtt. (Control of
a missile using a modified minimum vaniance ne-
gul-aton) . Thesis r.epont, RE-88. Novemben-r,.1970.

A study has also been initiated to use similan stnategies
on the design challenge for an adaptive autopil-ot which
r^tas given at the Joint,Automatic Contnol Confenence, Atlanta,
Geongia, l-9 70 .

Leanning Systems

An explonatony study of
has also been initiated
fon a PhD, s¿t.t¿uot."

principles fon leanning
as an independent study

systems
pnoj ect
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4. COMPUTATIONAL CONTROL

The research work has been concentrated on two main activi-
ties. One is trying to make optirnal contnol- theory a useful
tool for designing control systems, and involves development
of computational methods based on existing algorithms. The

other main activity is trying to find new theoretical app-
roaches to the optimal control problem, in order to develop
more efficient algonithms and numêni'cal methods. This domain
also includes funther development of the general purpose
program library.

The program library, originally developed for the computer
CDC 3600 in Uppsala, has now been transfereed to.ûhe .coprptrûen

UNIVAC 1l0B at Lund Universit3z Conputing Centre. Updating
of programs and development of new ones, has been conti-
nuously going on dur-ing the year.

A great pant of the prognam librany has al-so been tnans.fenred
to the process computer PDP-L5/35 at the institute. EççaUSç

of the diffenences between a medium size process computer
as PDP-15/35 and a typical off-line computer as UNIVA8 t10B,
the pnogram library for PDP-15 has been modified to be ef-
ficient on a medium size plîocess computer. Sevenal subrou-
tines fon real time control of processes have also been in-
cluded in the PDP-15 program library.

Both the UNIVAC 1108 program libnar:y and the PDP-15
program librar.y can now be considered to be of such
extent that they very efficientty facilitate the work
in the different reseanch areas. A paper

Numerical Solution of A

0ctoben 1969. Division

THagander P. ,
Report 6920,
Control, Lund

S+SA+Q=0,

of Automatic
Institute of Technology, Lund.
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has been wr.itten and accepted for publication in the
fnformation Sciences.

Optimal Control of Linear Systems

The research has been dinected towards problems connected
with the implementation of optimal linear feedbacks.

One of the pr:obl-ems that anise when the fufl optimal solu-
tion is implemented, is the necessity to measure al-t the state
variables of thè system. A method to compute linear feedback
laws when just some of the state vaniables can be measuned,
is described in the neport

Mårtensson K. , Suboptirnal Linean Regulators for.
Linean Systems with Known Tnitiat State
Statistics, Report 7004, July f970. The

Division of Automatic Control, Lund Inst.
of Technology, Lund.

The method is based upon the assumption
distributed

that the initial state
random variable with

feedhack which minimizes the
loss function.

the algorithm computes the linear
expected value of a quadnatic

The method has been successfully applied to in

Olsson K-E. and Akerlund M., Tillämpning av tinjär-
kvadratisk teoni på kraftsystem. (Apptica-
tion of Linear-Quadnatic Theory to Powei:

Systems). Thesis Report, RE-94, April 1971.

of the system is a normall-y
known mean value and known

states have been specified,
covariance. When the measurable

synchronous po\^/er generator con-
is studied.

whene the
nected to

regulation of a

an infinite bus
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Optimal- Control of Non-l-inear Systems

The development of computational methods for optimal con-
trol of non-linear systems, has constituted a great part
of the activity. Different possibilities to apply optimal
contr-ol theony to a specific industrial process have been
investigated in cooperation with the Swedish company ASEA.

The process is a containen terminal illustrated in Fig.4.f

Fig. 4. t

When unloading the ship, the time-consuming elements are
the crane operations from the boat to the truck and from
the truck to the storage area. The following pant of the
process has then investigated. lrlhat cl?aRe stnatggy sholrltd
be used to take the containen from the truck to a pnede-
termined storage position in minimum time, and is it pos-
sible to compute these control strategies in real time?
Fig. 4.2.
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A non-finear sixth onder mathematicat model of the process
has been derived out of basi.e physieal r¡elat.i.or-rs,.,The
control variables are the accelerations of the traversing
motor and of the winding motoi:, and they are timited for
constructional reasons. Further, the traversing velocity
and the winding velocity are constnained, and also the
geometi:ic profile of the stoned container.s muct be taken
into account. Summarízi-ng, the problem thus constitutes
a rather complex optimal contnol problem, but the complexity
could probabl-y be considened as typical for real industniaf
processes.

To compute the optimal strategies, it was found necessary
to develop new computational methods. These wil-l be pne-
sented in forthcoming reports, as well as the overal-l so-
lution of the container handling problem.

New Methods for Constrained Function Optirnization

Different possibitities to solve ondinary function optini-
zation problems have been investigated. There ane two main
reasons why function optimization is of interest in optimal
control theory. One reason is that the computational- program
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often requires a function optimization subpnogram, e.g.
to canny out the minimization of the Hamiltonian. Another
reason is the analogy between function optimization and
dynamic optimization. Since dynamic optimization can be
considened as a generalization to a more general space,
it is of great importance to investigate different possi-
bilities for ordinary function optimization. A new approach
to the constnained function optimization problem is pre-
sented in

Mårtensson K., Methods fon Constnained Function
Minimization, Report 7101, March 1971.
Division of Automatic Contnol, Lund
Institute of Technology, Lund.

Furthen wonk will- consider the possibility to genenalize
these nesults to the dynamic optimization pnoblem, and
thereby derive new computational algor-ithms.
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5. REAL TIME COMPUTING

Lack of understanding of real tirne computing processes r-s

a factor which contributes significantty to the cost of
a pnocess control- system. The purpose of the project is to
develop an under.standing of neal time computing processes.
Another punpose of the pnoject is also to provide graduate
students with a feeling for practicat p:robfems by doing real
experiments . During this year a wonking laboratory r^ras built
up both with respect of hardwane and softwane.

Hardware

The real time computing laboratony i,s based on the following
equipment.

PDP 15/35 16 k core 256 k

Intenface 164/D 4 D/ A tB

Line Pninter

Display 0sci l-loscope (Tektroni x

disk etc.

logical inlout

6t I )

etc.

Inkj et plotter

Thermal diffusion

Mechanical- device

pllocess

(ball balancing)

( S envo

( Small

mechanism)

analog computer)

The PDP-15 was delivered in July 1970 and has since then
been used extensively. (Approximately 3000 hours in the
period July 1970 June 1971). The interface containing
analog input/output etc. h/as designed and built at the
institute using pre-fabricated logic modules. It contains
also interface - circuits fon the l-ine printer and the
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display. The line pr:inter is a second-hand unit that
oniginally comes f::om the SMIL.-computer in Lund. It has
been nepaired and interfaced to the PDP by the Divi-
sion. The mechanical- device consists of an aluminur¡r bar,-

on which a steel ball is nolling. It is possibl_e to measure
the position of the bar and the ball. The bar is Fotated
by a motor controlled fnom the computer. It is then possibl_e
to try different computer algorithm to control the ball
position. The seravo mechanism is in pr.inciple of the same

nature but with diffenent dynamic properties.

Software

The pnognanming efforts have during the year been directed
primarily towards the following areas.

Intenface programs

Plotter routines for the display

Expeiriment start-up and documentation program

Mathematical routines

Regulators (PID, dead-beat, minimum variance)

Identification routines (real time identification5
necursive least squares ) .

Kalman filter

Tnteractive programs

The interface plrograms are e.g. routine to handle the D/A

and A/D converten. Device handlens for the line printen,
display and inkjet plotteir also belong to this anea. A

special kind of these programs are the FORTRAN-call-able

routines used to plot text and diagrams on the displ-ay. A

special version of the text editing system program that
uses the display has been designed.

An interactive program fon start up and documentation of
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experiments has been wnitten. It performs also the data
aquisition and data saving during the experiment. Tt has
been used by all on-l-ine experiments wíth negulatons,
Kalman filtens etc.

fn building a library of mathematical progtlams it was soon
realized that if certain elementary computations h/as pro-
gr.ammed in assembly l-evel language a time saving of a fac-
tor' 3 was obtained. All nnathematical libnar.y progr.ams fon
matnix handling, equation solving etc" ar.e written in
FORTRAN and use this assembly routine when applicable.
Typical times are 220 ms for matrix-multiplieation of-10x10
matrices. Solving a 10:th order- linear equation system takes
500 ms.

Routines foi: conversion from continuous to sampled system
representation as well as routines fon simulation of linean
systems are also included. Some experiences from this work
åre avaitrable i.n

Hagander P.,Kätlström C. and Äström K.J., Real
Time eomputing I - Tmplementing Linear
Filtens. Repont 7106(B), May 1971. The

Division of Automatic Control, Lund
Institute of TechnoJ-ogy, Lund.

During the autùmn'of fg70 a 'project groupr in the institu-
tion was using the thermal diffusion process for expeniments
wittr PIDr.dead-beat and minimum variance negulators. This
has led to the prognam system described in

Bonisson U. and Holst J., Real Time Computing II
Minimum Variance Control on Process Com-

-puter, Report 7108(B)rSeptember 1971. The

Division of Automatic Control, Lund Inst.
of Technology, Lund.
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For process identification, routines for least-squares-type
identification ane available. They have been used to identi-
fy a simple process in the pllesenee of-no.ise,of various

intensity. This \^/as done duning the spring course in iden-
tification. They have also been used in the lautomatic

identifierr program that has been mentioned before (RE-91).

Presently the maximum likelihood method is being implemented

on the pDP. Early results' on,reomp,rrrti.ng,:tiueriialrei pronti,eing,.'

in spite of the nelatively low floating point speed of the

machine.

A Kalman filter has been pnogrammed. The complete time-
variable rnuÌtiple input - multiple output equations have

been used. A test of the nesiduals so that eruoneolls measure-
ment val-ues may be detected and discarded is also included.
This filter has been used on the thermal- diffusion process
with success. The computing time for a l0:th order system
with 10 measurement signal-s is appnoximately 2.5 sec.

During the year to come, linear-quadratic contl'clf otL Lhe

thermalprocessaSwellasthemechanicaldevicewillbe
implemented.Theworkoninteractiveprograms,startedwith
the experiment contnol and l automatic identifi,'err programs

willcontinue.TodayafirstverSionofaninteractive
package for synthesis and simulation of control systems is

beingdesigned.ThefutunedevelopmentofthispackageaS
well as for the automatic identifier will pose some

interesting pnoblems of how man - machine interaction is to

be implemented to solve problems in the field of automatic

control.
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6. APPLTCATIONS

The effont in applications has al-so in this year been
greater than was anticipated in the research program.
ft has been compar.atively easy to obtain neal data f:rom

industr.ial processes. It has, however, not been easy
to find cases whene multivariable control, adaptive
control and optimal control can be tried in practice.
It is expected that this situation may improve when

we can establish feasibifity of these techniques in
the labonatory. The, major effort has been devoted to
the thenmal boiler project which is no\^r completed. Some

work has al-so been done in power systems in connection
with the PhD pnogram.

Thermal Power Pl-ants

The analysis of the experi-ments penfonmed on öresundsverket
in collaboration with Sydsvenska Kraft AB have now been

completed. The study has resulted in complete models for
the dnum boilen tur.bine unit. Detailed linean model-g for.
given operating conditions as welf as nonlinear modefs

covering a wide operating range have been obtained. The

study has also given valuable insight into the problems of
modeling and identification of industrial- pl?ocesses. In
panticular a technique for numerical modelbuilding has been

completed. The study now consists of a description of the
field measurements, der:ivation of models from constnuction
data, identification of línear: difference equation models
and state models and comparison and evaluation of the dif-
ferent models. The agreement between the field tests and

the construction data models is very good although no at-
tempt has been made to adjust the model parameters to im-
prove the fit. The discnepancies which stitl exist have

been explained. This analysis has given insight into the
physical phenomena that are of major importance in the
modef. The models obtained by identification agree
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of course even better wittr the data. In typical cases

the eruor in predicting the state have been decneased

by a factor. of 2-S in comparison with the construction
data models. Ttre data has been completely exploited in
the sense that the residual-s are now dominated by effects
that are due to imperfect exper-iments e.g. nonsimuftaneous

sampling and imperfect input signals. It is therefore be-

lieved that no significant improvement can be obtained
without further experiments. An illustration is given in Fig.
6.1.

The insight into the dynamics of the drumboiler - turbine
unit that has been obtained when developing the linear
models have made it possible to derive simple nonlinear
models which can describe the behavioun of the system
over a wide operating range. This model- is described in

,{ström K.J. and Eklund K., A Simplified Non-

linear Modet of a Drum Boiler - Turbine
Unit, Report 7t04, April 1971. The Divi-
sion of Automatic Contr,'ol, Lund Inst.of
Technology, Lund.

This
when

model is useful to descnibe a thermal- po\^/er plant
analysing a complete power 'sy,sûem.

Power Svstems

A power system is a good example of a large multivariable
system. V'lith the changing structure of power genenation in
Sweden there is also a significant interest in the control
of power systems. fn collaboration with Vattenfalf AB we

have therefore initiated a study to investigate the fea-
sibility of applying modern control theory to the probôem

of controlling a poh/er system.

Modern control theory makes it possible to handle mul-ti-
variable systems described by a set of first order diffe-
rential equations on state space form
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x=Ax+Bu (6.1)

As the matnices A and B become large it is desirable to
use digital computers to compute the matnices (6.1). A

major effort has been devoted to study the basic physical
l-aws for a multimachine poü/er system. A computer program
has been developed for the modeling of a multimachine
power system.

Pr:ocess identification is an alter-native to obtain models
for po\^ter systems . Data from an experiment, pei:formed by
Dr. K.N. Stanton of Pundue, has been analyzed using spectr:al
analysis, maximum liklihood method and stnuctunal identifi-
cation. Preliminary results show that only a minor part of
the f::equency variations can be explained with a first orden
model, but a significant part can be explained vvith a fifth
order model.

Application of linear regulaton theory to a

consisting of one generator connected to an

is given in

Duning
linear
a room

power system
infinite bus

Olsson K.E. and Âkerlund M., Tillämpning av linjär-
kvadratisk teori på kr.aftsystem, (Application
of linear control theony to a power system) ,

Thesis Report RE-g 4, April l-9 70 .

where the optimal contnol law is companed with suboptimal
regulatons when the feedback is taken from a few state
variables on1y. Digital simulation shows that the behaviour
of the regulaton is not affected by the nonlineai:ities.

Contnol of fndoor Environment

the year the main effort has been to make simple
dynamic models descnibing how the air-temperatu:re in
is influenced by the tempenature of the heati.rg-
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system or by its used energy, by outdoor-tempenature and

air-temperatures of adjoining rooms. Temperature-measuue-
ments r^¡ere avaif abfe from experiments with either radiant-,
convective- or radiator-heating.

The model-s do not intend to describe the whole complicated
process consisting of heat radiation, heat convection and
heat conduction, but is an attempt to see ho',¡ simple model-s

could be used to describe the dynamics of a noom for negulai-
tion purposes. A veny interesting thieg 'was to find out if
data like masses, areas, specific-heat-constants, convective-
heat-trans fer-constants and heat-conduction-constants could
be used dinectly in the models.

The best result was achieved with a third order- model with
room-air, walls and floor-ceiling as the three states. Du-
ring the wonk it was cl-ear that it would not be possibl-e
to make dynamic models from construction data.

Modbls achieved with the Maximum-Likelihood method contained
a direct ter:m, which was due to the sampling-interval of 20

minutes and a fast time constant..so to be,,able to get betten
models in the time-domain of minutes new experiments had to
be done and have taken place during May and June, 1971.

The dynamics of an airduct have also-been str¡died. Eata-f'rom
three experiments with different means and amplitudes r^/ere

used. The input-output-relation was detenmined to be of
second order with the Maximum-Likelihood-:method. A model
based on a partial differentiat equation was tested with
good resul-t. 0n1y one panameter namel-y the convective-heat-
tnansfen-constant between the air and the ductwall was let
free in the identification and the final value was within
the limits.
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Thermal Pr-ocess

A one-dimensional thermal conduction process is one of the
majon expenimental- processes used in the real time control
laboi:atony. The process has been completed and interfaced
with the plrocess computen. A description of the process is
given in

Led.en 8., Design of a One Dimensional Heat Diffusion
Process, Repont 7010, December 1970. The Divi-
sion of Automatic Control-, Lund Institue of
Technology, Lund.

The process is an example of a distnibuted parameten system,
and a good vehicl-e into the reseai:ch on control of such

pnocesses. ft has been used for identification studies whene

it has been shown that the diffusion process can in fact
be model-ed by a low order model. The thermal process has

also been used fon DDC control and for Kalman filtering
experiments.

Mis cel l-aneous

A mathematical- model for the ecology of a lake has been

given in

Broqvist S. , Matematisk modell fö:r sjön Trummen

(Mathernaticaf Model of the Lake Tr-ummen)

Thesis Report RE-87, October 1970.

This work was carried out
stitutes of Flant Ecology

collaboration with the In-
Limnology.

IN

and

Application of linear quadratic control theory to the design
of a ship steering system is described in
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Ekdahl K. and Henniksson I., 0m regulatorer fön
maximalekonomisk stynning av fartyg (0n

Regulator for Economical Optimal Contnol
of Ships), Thesis Report RE-83, Juty l-970.

In connection with this wonk some experiments to determine
plant dynamics \^rere also perfonmed. These data has then
been analysed and it has been shown that hydr:odynamic de-
rivatives can be conveniently determined using identification
techniques. (Fie. 2.L)

A ball rolling system has also been designed as \^ias described
in section 5. The eleetromechanical servos used in re-
gulan teaching have also been. modified and interfaeéd' 'to oun

r:eal time computer. Concentration vaniations in laminar flow
are investigated in

Aström K.J., Dynamics of Concentration Variations
in Laminan Tube F1ow, Report 7L02(B), April
-r o?1
LJ I L.
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7. SYSTEM THEORY

As was stated in the intnoduction the doctorate program
has made it possible for us to bnoaden the basis fo.r our
research. In connection with the courses given, several
problems have been encountered which have initiated re-
search.

^.'--..Krccatl_ equatl_ons and nelated tooics

In linear systems theory work has been done which nelates
the Riccati equation'to factorization of some linear- opena-
tors into a product of a causal and an anticausal- part: re-
ported in

Hagander P. , Linear Control and Estimation using
Openator Factorization. Report 71i+. Divi-
sion of Automatic Control-, Lund Institute
of Technology, Lund.

The filtening prediction and smoothing problems as well
as the linear quadratic control problems can generally
be fonmulated in linean function spaces. Using basic vector
space lemmas like the projection theor-em their solution is
obtained as Fredholm type IT integral equations, which how-

ever, are difficutt to solve directly.

Operaton factorization by the Riccati equation nolú separ:ates

the problem into two Volterra opeirator equations correspon-
ding to conventional linear dynamic systems, the anticausal
one having revellsed time.

The Kal-man filter equations and the linear regulator
appear as special cases. Even the smoothing results,
are difficult to prove by conventional methods in the
tinuous case, are easily obtained.

pnoblem
which

con-
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The work gives further insight and a unified deduction
of the major results in linear dynamic systems. A corre-
spondence between the inversion of a linear dynamic system

and a well-known matrix inversion identity is presented in

Hagander P., Inverse dynamic systems by an operator
inversion identity. Report 7109 (B) , Sept. 19 71.

Multivaniab le Svstems

One important problem for multivariable systems is to main-

tain satisfactory control ovell some selected variables even

if the system is subject to relatively large external dis-
turbances. If the disturbances can be modelled as dynamical

systems they can be effectively compensated by introducing
dynamical efements in the control functions. The structure
of such control functions has been investigated as well as

effective means of synthesis. One possibte application area

is PI-control of mul-tivariable systems. A ::eport is under
pneparation.

Many modern design techniques require a state space de-

scription of the system. An algor.ithm realizing a transfer-
function matrix in state space form has been derived. The

realization is on the Jordan Canonical form and is of mini-
mal onder.
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8 . TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

It might be of inter.est to users in societyl) -o know

whene the results developed can be applied and what
the state of the åÈt is. It is also our hope that such
a discussion can contribute to further interactions
between our research group and users.

l. System ICentification and Modeffng

Many

data
pnograms and much experience from analysis of real
is available.

2. Control of Linean Multivaniable Noisv Svstems

This is believed to be a good area for applying the re-
sults of modern control theory. The theony is available
including a significant amount of general purpose programs.
Industrial experience of single input single output systems
is available. It would be of extreme interest to us to be-
come involved with a real application.

3. Adaptive Control

ft is believed that the self-tuning algorithms developed
can have many applications. So fan only single input singJ-e

output systems have been considened. All results nov/ avail-
able are based on computer simulation. Feasibility in labo-
ratory experiments is not established. Sever-al problems

exist e.g. including program aspects, sensitivity to large
parameter changes.

4. 0ptimal Control-

Computational methods have been developed, and

efficient to a large number of different kinds
have pnoved

of optimal

1) I consider Industry as part of society
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contnol pnoblems. Tt is nohT conside:red important and ne-
cessary to examine and develop the applicability to com-

plex industnial pnocesses. Probably thene are many pno-

blems well- suited fo:r a :rathen stnaightfonwand application
of optimal control theonyr e.B. production scheduling and

diff enent kinds of batch plrocesses.
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Andensson? teif ¡ Numenisk behandlíng a.v Kalmans
ekvationer för tidsdiskreta Êystem (I.tru-

nerical Consideratíons on Implenenting
Disc:rete Tíme Kalman Filters ) , augustí
1970.

Kristof,ex.GsÐn, MantÍn: Ana1ye av en andna o¡,d-
ningens all"män kvad:ratisk differentiaL-
ekvation (Analysia of a Genenal Quadr-a-
tic Seeond Order Diffe,nentåaL Equation),
augusti 1E7A 

"

Knutsson, Gent Ingvar: J.l¡nföz*e1se rnellan tre
olika metcder för reelLtidsidentífie-
nång (Conparison between Three Diffe-
nent &eal Tírne T<Ìent.ifícatj.on Methods)n
augusti 1 970,

Bnoqvíst, Ståg: l{atemati-sk nodeil för sjön Trum-
men (Mathenati*a.L Madej. of -the Lake
Tnurnmen), oktCIher "î g?n"

l{å.rtenssan, Tngnrar, Þlei!:u11, An¿lers : Miniynalr¡a*
riançsty:rnår;g õv robct (Minímal" Vari-
ånee tontr^ol_ q.{ a t{iseíle) , }1Ð"d" t STt.

Fri.àku Bæng't; Ruraem,ätni.ngan ci*h ídentíf,ieníng
av numrie'tç ciynarník med maxirnum l"ÍkeLi*
hcodmetodík (Tempenaf;ure Measurements
in a R.oorn and Ïdentåficatic,n sf the
Ðynamåce of the Roc,m UsÍng the Maximum
Likelihoarl tf ethod ) , nove¡nben 1gT0 

"
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f,und.strön, Andere* Ni)"sson, Christen: Undensök-
ni-ng Êv en piattvä.nmevå.xlanes dynamik:
nnå.tnångap och Ídentif Íer'Íng ( fnvestiga*
tÍan of the Dynamics of a P1ate Fleat

ilxchangerl Measunements and Ïdentifica-
tion), febnr:ari 1971 

"

Jönaoon, Bengt: Konvensativt datorp:rogna-rn fön
processídentifåening (Cornputen Pr:og-
rem fo¡. .4,utornatíc Pnoeess fdentifica-
tion), febs-uani 1971.

Jeaeen, Lans: Mätníngar på luftksnCítierneníngs*
anlåiggning med åter'"¡l-andni-ng. Tdenti*
fier:"-ng ã.c/ del-system (Measuy.enents ôn
an Air ûonditioning Plant wíth Ree.f,,r*

cul-atåon" ïct*ntificatåon of å Sub-Syæ*

ten), mar-rs 1971 
"

Hag¡bjer, Lerrnart: Utmatning på plotter' (Pi:og-
rams for Plotten Output Õn an Ink Jet
Plotten), aprit 1971 ,

Olsson o Ka:nl-Ërikr,{kelllund, Ma.tr ; TiIlämpning
a\r t{nj,ärkva'dratisk teorí på knaft.syç-
tem {App] iç*tior¡ of Lånear Qua<tra.tåc
Theory cn Pc,,Íæy, Syetems)1 ðÞr-il 1971"
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RE-95 Andersson, Bo, Nondenskjöfd, Kje1l: Samkörning av
motoren ( Control of Motors driving coirmon

load), June, 1971.



COURSES AND SEMINARS

l+5.
APPENDIX E

seminars, given at the Division
courses and seminars have been

Besides the
a number of
offened.

internal
graduate

Cour.s es

The foll.gwingreourses have been given

in cooperati-on with other departments
and by the personnel at the Division

Minimization of Functions
les (Dept. of Mathematics
of Automatic Control).

of
in

Functional
pr.ofessor,

by
at

invited lectuners,
the university

Contro I )

Automatic

Pnocess Identification (Div. of Automatic

Finite Dimensional Linear Systems
Control).

(Div. of

Introduction to Stochastic Control Theony (Div' of
Automatic Control).

Finite Number of
cooperation with

Analytic Methods in Stabifity Theory
Dn. P. Fal-b, Brown Univ. , Providence,

Variab-
Div.

Handware and Software for Real- Time computers (Guest

professor, Dn James D. schoeffler, case l¡/estern Re-

serve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio).

( Gues t
R.I.)

S eminars

Invited Swedish and foreign,, lectuners have contnibuted
with the following seminars.

Mr K. Todd, Computen Consultant at Cementa AB,

Malmö.
ItControl of a Cement Kilnr',September 25, 1970.

Professon E

"A New Look

0ctober 26,

I. Jury, Univ. of California, BerkeÌey.
into Problems of System Theory I",
1970.



Professor E

rrA New Look
October 27,

46.

I. Jury, Univ. of Cal-ifornia, Berkeley
into Probl-ems of System Theory IItt,
19 70 .

C. Penescu, Institute of Automatic Control,
Rumania.

Control of Large Power Systemsr', October 29,

Pnofessor C . Penescu, Institute of Automatic Cont::ol,
Bukarest, Rumania.

"A Method fon Stochastic Process Tdentificationtt,
October 27 , 19 70 .

Professor
Bukanes t,
ItComputer

19 70 .

Mr T. I¡r/ikland, TUAB, Stockholm.
"Systemanalysrt, (System Analysis ) , November 6, 19 70 .

Dr I¡/. L . Root , Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor , Mich .

rrSome General Theory of System Repnesentations and

Measurementsr', November I7, l-9 70 .

Mr S. Stnandh, Museum of Technical History, Stockhol-m.
ttNågna drag ur reglerteknikens utveckliflg", (Some

Features of the Development of the Automatic Control),
November 26, 1970.

Dr B. Pettersson, Billerud AB, Gnums.
I'Produktionsstynningt', (Production Planning), December

2) 1970.

lYr' E. Persson, ASEA, Västerås .

rrMetoder f,ör syntes av reglersystemrr, (Synthesis
Methods fon Control Systems), December f0, 1970.

Mr E. Persson, ASEA, Västerás.
t'Några intnessanta tillämpningar av frekvensanalytiska
metodert', (Some Interesting Applications of Fre-
quency Domain Methods), December 10,1970.



47.

Mr E. Persson, ASEA, Västenås.
t'synpunkter på syntes med hjä1p av datoren", (Some

Aspects of Computer Aided Synttresis), December lf,
1970.

Mn E. Persson, ASEA, Västerås.
'r0ptimening av produkter och systemtr, (0ptirnization
of Pr-oducts and Systems), December fI,1970.

Pr-ofessor Y. C. Ho, Harvard UniversityrCambridge,
Mass.
t?Stochastic Singulan Control Problemsrr, January L2,
t_9 71.

Pnofessor Y.

Mass.
tt Inf ormation
January 12,

C. Ho, Harvard UnivensityrCambridge,

Pattern and DecentraLized Control Systemsrl
L97L.

Pnofessor E.A. Pearson, Brown Univ,
ItTndustrial 0rganization'1 , April 4,

Providence, R

1971.
I

Professor E.A. Pearson, Brown Univ. Providence, R.I
"Urban Systems " , Apnil 2\, l-9 71 .

Professor E.A

" Environr".r--l
Pearson, Brown Univ. Providence, R.I
Systemstr . April 23 , 19 71 .

Professon H. Cramér, For.men Chancellor
Univer-siti'ès ; Stockhol-m.
ilAnvändningar av Hilbertrymdens teori
processer I", (Applieation;of, Hilbent
on Stochastic Processes,I), ApriT ;28,

of the Swedish

på stokastiska
Space Theory
197r.



48.

Professor H. Cnamén, Formen Chancel-lon
Universities, Stockholm.
rfAnvändningar av Hilbertrymdens teori
pnocesser II", (Appl-ication of Hil-bert
on Stochastic Pnocesses II), April 30,

of the Swedish

på stokastiska
Space Theory
t9 71.

Professon H. Cram6r, Former Chancellon of the Swedish

Universities, Stockholm.
I'Användingan av Hilber.tnymdens teori på stokastiska
processer IIIrt, (Application of Hilbert Space Theony

on Stochastic Processes III), May 5, 1971.

Mr. C. Dahlstnöm, ASEA, Västerås.
rrHur industr-in idag löser sina reglerpnoblemrt,
(How the Industry solves its own Control Pnoblems

Today) , May 7 ) 19 7l .

Pnofesson E.A. Pearson, Brown Univ,
rrParameter Adaptive Control Systems

Providence,
Itt , May L2 ,

D-f

1971.

rf Par:ameter Adaptive Control Systems IItt, May 14, 1971.

trlmpulse Response Identification using fast Fourien
Transform Technicluos", May 19, tg71.

Mn B. Sjöberg and Mr. D.

köping.
'rCentral Dator i Flygplan
of the Aincnaft 37 ) , June

Folkesson, SAAB-SCANIA, Lin-

37" , (Ti-re Central Computen

B , t9 7r.

Mr A. Spang, General Electric, USA.

"Companison and Stnuctune of three Real Time Operating
Systems for Process Controlr' , June I , 19 71.



49.

Dr E. Angel, Univ. of Southern Califonnia, Los

Angeles.
"Nonclassical Approaches to Classical Boundary-Value
Pr-oblems: Baaie Prineiples. -and.Examplestl , July 1, 1971.

"Invariant Imbedding, Dynamic Programming and Partial
Diffenential Equations I", July 14, 1971.

'rlnvaniant Imbedding, Dynamic Programming and Pai:tial
Diffenential Equations II", July 15, l-971.

rr Invariant Imbedding,
Differential Equation

Dynamic Programming and Partial
III" , July f5 , f9 71 .

The course by Dr J. Schoeffler was organized
for liason with
University.

industry (kontaktsekreterare )

The main topics were the organization of handware and its
impact on neal time prograrnming as well as the implementa-
tion of real time executives.

by the sec::etary
at the Lund

The counse h/as intended to
hands-on experience on the
PhD program.

constitute, together with
PDP-computen, a course in

some

the

Dr Peter Falb visited the Division during June 19 7l and

gave a cour¡se,,-:oR I'Fu.nctional Anal-ytic Methods in Stability
Theoryrt . , The ,ob3-ëet oÊ thq::counse,.was to present a stabi.lity
theory for input output pr.oblems using functional analytic
methods. Dn Falb himself has contributed significantly to
the development of the theony and pnesented extensions of
Nyquistrs criterion to the non-linear time-varying case.



50.

Di: E. Anee1 visited the Divrsron
1971. He gave a lectune series on
Par.tial Diffenential- Equationst',
to the resear-ch projects going on

durì-ng July and August

"Numer:ical Solution of
a topic which is related
at the Division.

Especially, Dr.
of equations of

Angel concentnated on the numerical sol-ution
the type

uXX v
u

v
+ g(u) 0+

where the boundary conditions are given. He showed that
after discretization it is possibte to formulate the pro-
blem as a known problem of controf. It can be fonmulated
as an optimization pnoblem and dynamic pnogramming can be
applied. Dn. Angel has shown in this neseanch that it is
possible to avoid the rcurse of dimensionality' by dif-
ferent methods.


